7th Mauthausen Dialogue Forum discusses the liberation


The Mauthausen Memorial and the European Observatory on Memories (EUROM) of
the University of Barcelona Solidarity Foundation organize an international
conference in the mark of the 70th anniversary of the liberation.



A survivor of the camp, Mr. Aba Lewit, will open the conference next 21-22
September at the headquarters of Camp Mauthausen Memorial (KZ-Gedenkstätte
Mauthausen).

Barcelona-Mauthausen, September 18, 2015 - Entitled "Liberation: between the
historical moment and an endless process", the seminar is one of the activities organised
under the collaboration agreement signed by the EUROM and the Austrian Interior Ministry
this year. During the two days’ seminar, more than 15 experts will present their positions
and debate around the concept of "liberation" in order to assess whether this can be applied
to sites and moments in which hundreds of thousands of people were killed – and those who
survived have suffered emotional and physical incurable wounds.
More than 200,000 people were deported to Mauthausen camp and subcamps between its
creation in August 1938 and release on 5 May 1945. Among them there was the Catalan
photographer Francesc Boix, author of thousends of images of the liberation of the camp
and the only Spaniard to declare during the Nuremberg Trials. According to the Census of
Spaniards deported to Nazi camps, Mauthausen received 7,347 of a total 8,964 Spanish
Republicans who were sent to German concentration camps between 1940 and 1945 –
59% of these people died before releases.
The 7th Mauthausen Dialogue Forum program will also gather the inauguration of the
exhibition "Where should we have gone after the liberation? Waypoints: Displaced
Persons after 1945". Promoted by the International Tracing Service (ITS) in Bad Arolsen,
the exhibition runs through the fates of more than 10 million persecuted people who were
displaced after surviving the Nazi Holocaust.
For further information please check this link.
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EUROM is a transnational network of institutions and organizations committed with the analysis and promotion of remembrance
public policies. It aims to reflect on the recent history of the struggle for democracy and freedom in Europe, advocating for a the
plurality of memories. The Observatory is driven by Fundació Solidaritat de la Universitat de Barcelona with the support of the
European Commission - Europe for Citizens Programme.

